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B.Tech 

Program Outcomes 

 PO I: Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, 

engineering fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex 

engineering problems. 

 PO II: Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze 

complex engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles 

of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

 PO III: Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering 

problems and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs 

with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, 

societal, and environmental 

considerations. 

 PO IV: Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based 

knowledge and research methods including design of experiments, analysis and 

interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 PO V: Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, 

and modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

 PO VI: The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual 

knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent 

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice. 

 PO VII: Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional 

engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the 

knowledge of and need for sustainable development. 

 PO VIII: Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and 

responsibilities and norms of the engineering practice. 

 PO IX: Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a 

member or leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

 PO X: Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities 

with the engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to 

comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective 

presentations, and give and receive clear instructions. 

 PO XI: Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and 

understanding of the engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s 

own work, as a member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in 

multidisciplinary environments. 

 PO XII: Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and 

ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of 

technological change. 
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B.Tech-CIVIL ENGINEERING: 

Program Educational Objectives 

 PEO 1: Graduates will utilize the foundation in Engineering and Science to improve lives and 
lively hoods through a successful career in Civil Engineering or other fields. 

 PEO 2: Graduates will become effective collaborators and innovators, leading or 
participating in efforts to address Social, Technical and Business challenges. 

 PEO 3: Graduates will engage in Life-Long Learning and professional development through 
Self-Study, continuing education or graduate and professional studies in engineering & 
Business. 

Program Specific Outcomes 

 PSO 1: Educating students with fundamental mathematical, scientific, and engineering 
knowledge to have a significant and positive long-term impact on the field of civil 
engineering. 

 PSO 2: Emphasizing the importance of working in a team effectively and to communicate 
properly within the team to achieve the desired outcome. 

 PSO 3: Motivatestudentsinlearningtolearnandtheabilitytokeeplearningforalifetime to increase 

their professionalism, update and deepen their knowledge through the development of the 
profession. 

B.Tech- Electrical and Electronics Engineering: 

Program Educational Objectives 

 PEO 1: Apply knowledge and skills to provide solutions to Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering problems in industry and governmental organizations or to enhance student 
learning in educational institutions. 

 PEO 2: Work as a team with a sense of ethics and professionalism, and communicate 

effectively to manage cross-cultural and multidisciplinary teams. 
 PEO 3: Update their knowledge continuously through lifelong learning that contributes to 

personal, global and organizational growth. 

Program Specific Outcomes 

 PSO 1: Apply the engineering fundamental knowledge to identify, formulate, design and 
investigate complex engineering problems of electric circuits, power electronics, electrical 
machines and power systems and to succeed in competitive exams like GATE, IES, GRE, 

TOEFL, GMAT, etc. 
 PSO 2: Apply appropriate techniques and modern engineering hardware and software tools in 

power systems and power electronics to engage in life-long learning and to get an employment 
in the field of Electrical and Electronics Engineering. 

 PSO 3: Understand the impact of engineering solutions in societal and environmental context, 
commit to professional ethics and communicate effectively. 
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B.Tech- Mechanical Engineering : 

Program Educational Objectives 

 PEO 1: To apply deep working knowledge of technical fundamentals in areas related 

to thermal, production, design, materials, system engineering areas of Mechanical 

Engineering. 

 PEO 2: To develop innovative ideas and fine solutions to various mechanical 

engineering problems. 

 PEO 3: To communicate effectively as members of multidisciplinary teams. 

 PEO 4: To be sensitive to professional and societal context and committed to ethical 

action. 

 PEO 5: To lead in the conception, design and implementation of new products, 

processes, services and systems. 

Program Specific Outcomes 

 PSO 1: Apply the knowledge in the domain of engineering mechanics, thermal and 

fluid sciences to solve engineering problems utilizing advanced technology. 

 PSO 2: Successfully evaluates the principle of design, analysis and implementation of 

mechanical systems / processes which have been learned as a part of the curriculum. 

 PSO 3: Develop and implement new ideas on product design and development with 

the help of modern CAD / CAM tools, while ensuring best manufacturing practices. 
 

B.Tech-Electronics and Communication Engineering: 

Program Educational Objectives 

 PEO 1: To be equipped with skills for solving complex real-world problems related to 

VLSI, Embedded Systems, Signal/Image processing, and Digital and Wireless 

Communication. 

 PEO 2: To develop professional skills that will equip them to succeed in their careers 

and encourage lifelong learning in advanced areas of Electronics and communications 

and related fields. 

 PEO 3:To communicate effectively, work collaboratively and exhibit high levels of 

professionalism, moral and ethical responsibility. 

 PEO 4: To develop the ability to understand and analyze engineering issues in a 

broader perspective with ethical responsibility towards sustainable development. 

Program Specific Outcomes 

 PSO 1: Problem Solving Skills – Graduates will be able to apply their knowledge in 

emerging electronics and communication engineering techniques to design solutions 

and solve complex engineering problems. 

 PSO 2: Professional Skills – Graduate will be able to think critically, communicate 

effectively, and collaborate in teams through participation in co and extra-curricular 

activities. 
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 PSO 3: Successful Career – Graduates will possess a solid foundation in Electronics 

and Communications engineering that will enable them to grow in their profession and 

pursue lifelong learning through post-graduation and professional development. 

 PSO 4: Society Impact – Graduate will be able to work with the community and 

collaborate to develop technological solutions that would promote sustainable 

development in the society. 
 

B.Tech-Computer Science and  Engineering: 

Program Educational Objectives 

 PEO 1: Graduates will provide solutions to difficult and challenging issues in their 

profession by applying computer science and engineering theory and principles. 

 PEO 2: Graduates have successful careers in computer science and engineering fields 

or will be able to successfully pursue advanced degrees. 

 PEO 3: Graduates will communicate effectively, work collaboratively and exhibit high 

levels of professionalism, moral and ethical responsibility. 

 PEO 4: Graduates will develop the ability to understand and analyse engineering issues 

in a broader perspective with ethical responsibility towards sustainable development. 

Program Specific Outcomes 

 PSO 1: Problem Solving Skills – Graduate will be able to apply computational 

techniques and software principles to solve complex engineering problems pertaining 

to software engineering. 

 PSO 2: Professional Skills – Graduate will be able to think critically, communicate 

effectively, and collaborate in teams through participation in co and extra-curricular 

activities. 

 PSO 3: Successful Career – Graduates will possess a solid foundation in computer 

science and engineering that will enable them to grow in their profession and pursue 

lifelong learning through post-graduation and professional development. 
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Master Of Business Administration 

Program Outcomes 

 PO 1 : Apply knowledge of management theories and practices to solve business 

problems. 

 PO 2 : Foster analytical and critical thinking abilities for data-based decision making. 

 PO 3 : Ability to develop Value based Leadership ability. 

 PO 4 : Ability to understand, analyze and communicate global, economic, legal, and 

ethical aspects of business. 

 PO 5 : Ability to lead themselves and others in the achievement of organizational 

goals, contributing effectively to a team environment. 

 PO 6 : Analyze the alternative solutions using quantitative methods and logical 

arguments. 

 PO 7 : Identify and analyze the business opportunities in diverse business contexts. 

 PO 8 : Develop a habit of knowing and understanding the latest developments taking 

place in the field of business management. 

Program Educational Objectives 

 PEO 1:  After the completion of the course the students can have knowledge of 

different functions of business like Marketing, Finance, Human Resources and 

Systems. 

 PEO 2: Students will understand the techniques and tools useful for Financial Analysis 

and Control develop leadership skills, team work, social, legal and ethical aspects in 

business and society. 

 PEO 3: Students will be ready to analyze markets and design customer driven strategies 

and communicate business decisions by delivering superior customer value. 

 PEO 4: Students achieve better communication skills and higher levels of proficiency 

for successful career in various fields and will be ready for having highest regard for 

personal& institutional integrity, social responsibility, teamwork and continuous 

learning of new environments. 

Program Specific Outcomes 

 PSO 1: The students will be ready to formulate an integrative business plan through 

the plan through the application of multidisciplinary knowledge comprising of 

marketing, finance, Human Resources, Entrepreneurship & systems. 

 PSO 2: The students will be able to analyze the possible alternative solutions for a 

problem by applying various quantitative techniques for decision making. 

 



Department of Civil Engineering 
CO'S R16

Course No.Subject COs COURSE OUTCOMES
A10001.1 Develop the speaking ability in English both in terms of fluency and comprehensibility
A10001.2 Apply the ability to write academic papers, essays and summaries using the process approach.
A10001.3 Evaluate the performance in the four modes of literacy such as writing, speaking, reading and listening
A10001.4 Develop the ability as critical readers and writers
AVG
A10002.1 Evaluate radius of curvature and derivatives of arc length to obtain Taylor’s & Maclurin series,
A10002.2 Apply the partial differentiation to find Total derivative and Jacobians of a given multivariable functions.
A10002.3 Apply the Vector differential operator on scalar and vector point functions.
A10002.4 various fields.
AVG
A10003.1 Develop nonlinear equations using analytic methods.
A10003.2 Use mathematics concepts in real world situations.
A10003.3 Apply ratio and proportion to problems in health sciences.
A10003.4 Apply basic algebra and geometry to problems in radiological science
AVG
A10004.1 To design reversible and irreversible processes of heat engine
A10004.2 Apply Integral and differential forms of Faraday’s law in Electromagnetism material
A10004.3 Apply principle of propagation of light in optical fibers
A10004.4 Apply quantum physics to electrical phenomena
AVG
A10005.1 Develop innovative methods to produce soft water for industrial use and potable water at cheaper cost.
A10005.2 environmental pollution.
A10005.3 Design economically and new methods of synthesis nano materials.
A10005.4 Apply their knowledge for protection of different metals from corrosion
AVG
A10501.1 Use documented solutions to troubleshoot problems associated with software installation and customization.
A10501..2 Develop, test, document, deploy, and maintain secure program code based on specifications.
A10501.3 Apply knowledge of networking concepts to develop, deploy, and maintain program code.
A10501.4 Use relevant methodologies, policies, and standards to develop secure program code
AVG
A10301.1 Use drawing for the shapes, angels and lines for essential of engineering application
A10301.2 Develop the imagination to represent the shape size and specifications of physical objects.
A10301.3 Develop three dimension objects on the paper and draw the pectoral drawings.
A10301.4 Explain the principle of projection and sectioning
AVG
A10581.1 Develop appropriate data structures as applied to specified problem definition.
A10581.2 structures.
A10581.3 Implement Linear and Non-Linear data structures.
A10581.4 Implement appropriate sorting/searching technique for given problem.
AVG
A10081.1 Determine the energy gap of a given semiconductor.
A10081.2 Determine the Dielectric constant and Curie temperature of PZT material
A10081.3 Determine the bending losses in a given optical fibers
A10081.4 Determine the carrier concentration, mobility of charge carrier in Ge semiconductor
AVG
A10083.1 Use nuances of English language through audio- visual experience and group activities
A10083.2 Apply Neutralization of accent for intelligibility
A10083.3 Develop speaking skills with clarity and confidence which in turn enhances their employability skills.
A10083.4 Develop the vocabulary concept in drafting
AVG
A10082.1 Use advanced hardware device for different architecture application.
A10082.2 Analyze different parts of computer devices for making new desktop.
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A10082.3 devices
A10082.4 Implement programming coding to activate different devices for different critical network related issues.

A30008.1 Apply knowledge of mathematics & probability techniques in engineering problems.
A30008.2 Analyze the problems using Probability distributions.
A30008.3 Apply the methods of sampling in estimation of hypothetical values.
A30008.4 List various sampling tests for testing the hypothetical environment.
Average
A30504.1 Apply mathematical logic to solve engineering problems
A30504.2 operations
A30504.3 several statistical problems.
A30504.4 Apply induction proof techniques towards solving recurrences and other problems in elementary algebra
Average
A30502.1 Use appropriate data structures to represent data items in real world problems
A30502.2 Analyze the time and space complexities of algorithms
A30502.3 trees, heaps, graphs, and B-trees
A30502.4 Analyze various kinds of searching and sorting techniques
Average
A30401.1 Use Boolean algebra theorems, Properties and Canonical form for digital logic circuit design
A30401.2 Apply K-Maps and Tabulation methods for Simplification of Boolean expressions and construct logic circuit
A30401.3 Comparators
A30401.4 Design Sequential logic circuits using Flip-flops, Shift registers, Counters and Memory unit
Average
A30404.1 Recognize the transport phenomena of charge carriers in a semiconductor.
A30404.2 Analyze the different types of diodes, operation and its characteristics.
A30404.3 Apply different types of filters in AC to DC conversion.
A30404.4 Describe Bipolar Junction Transistors and Field Effect Transistors for circuits.
Average
A30202.1 Analyze different types of electrical circuits.
A30202.2 Use the principle of working for different types of Machines
A30202.3 Use the techniques to measure efficiency and regulation of AC Machines
A30202.4 Use the working of electrical and electronics measuring instruments.
Average
A30282.1 Use the principle of working of different types of DC Motors
A30282.2 Analyze the characteristics of different electronic devices such as Diodes and Transistors.
A30282.3 Apply different operations for simple circuits like Rectifiers
A30282.4 Analyze the features of DC Motors
Average
A30582.1 Evaluate the performance of data structures by linked list.
A30582.2 Analyze the solution of searching & sorting techniques.
A30582.3 Apply graph traversal techniques on different data for tree structure.
A30582.4 Distinguish the performance between stacks & queues
Average

A40506.1 Use the I/O and Memory Organization in computer architecture.
A40506.2 Evaluate various modes of data transfer between CPU and I/O devices.
A40506.3 Develop assembly language programs for various applications.
A40506.4 Analyze the concept of pipelining, segment registers and pin diagram of CPU
Average
A40507.1 model, entity-relationship model.
A40507.2 relationship diagrams into relational tables,
A40507.3 Explain principles for logical design of database including the ER model and normalization approach.
A40507.4 Apply query optimization techniques of transaction processing and concurrency control
Average
A40503.1 Identify Object Oriented concepts through constructs of JAVA.
A40503.2 JAVA
A40503.3 Apply Exception handling and Multi-threading concepts in program design using JAVA.
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A40503.4 Develop GUI based applications using Applet class and explore the concept of Event Handling using JAVA
Average
A40009.1 Apply the concepts of the ecosystem and its function in the environment.
A40009.2 conserve the natural resources
A40009.3 web.
A40009.4 along with waste management practices
Average
A40509.1 Analyze Finite state machine and its representation in automata.
A40509.2 Use various components of formal languages and grammars in finite automata
A40509.3   science
A40509.4   properties of languages, grammars and automata
Average
A40508.1 Analyze the algorithms and performance of algorithms.
A40508.2 Apply different designing methods for development of algorithms.
A40508.3 Describe the dynamic-programming paradigm for different problems
A40508.4   memory usage
Average
A40585.1 Use the concepts of object oriented Programming in java
A40585.2 Demonstrate on reusability using inheritance, interfaces and packages in java
A40585.3 Analyze complex programming problems and optimize the Solutions
A40585.4 Implement of GUI based applications & JDBC programming .
Average
A40584.1 Use database language commands to create simple database
A40584.2 Analyze the database based on queries to retrieve records
A40584.3 Applying PL/SQL for processing database
A40584.4 Analyze front end tools to design forms, reports and menus
Average

A50511.1 Apply expression for syntax and semantics in formal notation.
A50511.2 Apply suitable programming paradigm for different langauge.
A50511.3 Describe different features of programming languages
A50511.4 Distinguish among programming language
Average
A50017.1 Identifies the multiple ethical interests at stake in a real-world situation or practice
A50017.2 Create a particular course of action on ethically defensible
A50017.3 Evaluate the ethical values and the social context of problems
A50017.4 sources,
Average
A50518.1 Differentiate software process model such as waterfall and evolutionary models.
A50518.2 Apply software engineering principles, techniques and develop, maintain, evaluate large-scale software systems
A50518.3 Develop on efficient, reliable, robust and cost-effective software solutions and perform independent research.
A50518.4 to achieve personal and team goals
Average
A50514.1 Explain the phases of compiler for any language
A50514.2 Use lex and yacc tools for developing a scanner and a parser
A50514.3 Apply and implement LL and LR parsers.
A50514.4 Design algorithms to perform code optimization in order to improve the performance of a program
Average
A50510.1 Describe the basic concepts related to operating systems and in detail about process management
A50510.2 Demonstrate concurrency and control of processes for critical-section of operating systems.
A50510.3 Apply principles of deadlock and its prevention for file system interface.
A50510.4 Use mass storage management functions of file system in operating systems.
Average
A50515.1 Explain the basic of computer networks and various protocols.
A50515.2 Identify the components required to build different types of networks.
A50515.3 Develop the algorithms for flow control and congestion control.
A50515.4 Demonstrate various applications and their protocols.
Average
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A50589.1 Experiment with Unix commands and shell programming
A50589.2 Create ‘C’ program for process and file system management based on system calls
A50589.3 Analysis the best CPU scheduling algorithm for problem instance in OS.
A50589.4 Identify the performance of various page replacement algorithms.
Average
A50587.1 Demonstrate Lexical Analyzer using a C program
A50587.2 Implement JLex, flex or lex and yacc tools for generating Lexical Analyzer
A50587.3 Apply BNF rules for yacc form using a C program
A50587.3 Design using a code for Predictive Parser.
Average

A60521.1 Describe functionality of distributed system.
A60521.2 Demonstrate experience in building large-scale distributed applications.
A60521.3 Design a new distributed system with the desired features.
A60521.4   support scalability and fault tolerance
Average
A60522.1 Describe security concepts, Ethics in Network Security.
A60522.2 Use fundamentals of secret and public cryptography
A60522.3 Distinguish symmetric and asymmetric encryption systems and their vulnerability to various attacks
A60522.4 Explain the role of third-party agents in the provision of authentication services.
Average
A60524.1 Explain OOAD concepts and various UML diagrams
A60524.2 Select an appropriate design pattern.
A60524.3 Illustrate about domain models and conceptual classes.
A60524.4 Compare various testing techniques.
Average
A60525.1 Explain the basic concepts of software testing and its essentials.
A60525.2 Identify the various bugs and correcting them after knowing the bug.
A60525.3 Design the basic techniques for deriving test cases.
A60525.4 Apply appropriate software testing tools, techniques and methods
Average
A60010.1 Analyze fundamentals of economics concepts in effective business administration.
A60010.2 Analysis on cost –out put relations
A60010.3 Create awareness on market structures and pricing policies of various business
A60010.4 Identify the types of Business organization of the company and the requirements of each one.
Average
A60512.1 Apply java program to different data manipulation commands on the database.
A60512.2 Use XHTML and Cascading Style Sheets for web page
A60512.3 Use JavaScript to build dynamic web pages.
A60512.4 Create XML documents and Schemas.
Average
A60591.1 To design the static and dynamic diagrams for ATM , HMS using UML tool.
A60591.2 Use different testing tools for web technology.
A60591.3 Use of LAMP stack for web applications
A60591.4 Use HTML, JavaScript, AJAX,PHP, Servlets and JSPs for web applications.
Average
A60086.1 Apply English with good pronunciation.
A60086.2 Develop own skill through group discussions.
A60086.3 Develop communication skill with the people effectively.
A60086.4 Use interpretation data aptly.
Average

A70511.1 Develop shell scripts to perform more complex tasks.
A70511.2 Illustrate file processing operations such as standard I/O and formatted I/O.
A70511.3 Generalize Signal generation and handling signals.
A70511.4 Develop client server Inter Process Communication (IPC) Mechanisms.
Average
A70530.1 List various design patterns.
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A70530.2 Explain how design patterns solve design problems in object oriented application.
A70530.3 Use design patterns in object oriented software solutions.
A70530.4 Apply common design patterns to incremental/iterative development.
Average
A70520.1  design a data mart or data warehouse for any organization
A70520.2 asses raw input data and preprocess it to provide suitable input for range of data mining algorithms
A70520.3  extract association rules and classification model
A70520.4  identify the similar objects using clustering techniques.
Average
A70519.1 Explain the system Modeling, Clustering and Virtualization concepts for cloud computing
A70519.2 Analyze the basics of Cloud Computing and Integration as a service in cloud
A70519.3 Design different infrastructure of Cloud computing such as IAAS, PAAS, SAAS.
A70519.4 Create the service level agreement and management in cloud computing.
Average
A70540.1 Recognize the purpose and importance of project management
A70540.2 Differentiate organization project structures
A70540.3 Choose the project schedule and cost estimation
A70540.4 Relate the suitable project management tool
Average
A70628.1 Utilize a systematic approach to computer investigation.
A70628.2 Locate & recover relevant electronic evidence from digital media using a variety of tools.
A70628.3 Present the evidence & conclusions of an investigation in a report form.
A70628.4 Perform email investigation
Average
A70596.1 Apply built in commands for file processing.
A70596.2 Design and implement Linux shell scripts.
A70596.3 Design And Implement AWK scripts.
A70596.4 Develop programs to implement system calls.
Average
A70595.1 Analyze different algorithms of data mining available by popular commercial data mining software.
A70595.2 Solve real data mining problems by using the right tools to find interesting Patterns.
A70595.3 Examine some real time applications and obtain the results using various Data Mining Algorithms.
A70595.4 Use hands-on experience with some popular data mining software
Average

A80014.1 Apply new idea on management analysis organization.
A80014.2 Execute the principles of marketing management.
A80014.3 Apply different parts of human resource management in organization
A80014.4 Use the case studies for different project management.
Average
A80551.1 Use the color models in images, video, graphics and image data representation
A80551.2 List different image representation techniques and file formats.
A80551.3 Apply the concepts of Rich internet applications with Adobe flash for developing a Flash Movie.
A80551.4 List the importance of visual effects using multimedia on any video.
Average
A80542.1 Examine the core elements and solutions of the data management
A80542.2 Design network topologies and implement RAID levels
A80542.3 Apply topologies for ensuring information in disaster recovery
A80542.4 Analyze threats at data centers
Average
A80087.1 Create mini-projects in specified domain of CSE
A80087.2 Develop software knowledge for industry projects
A80087.3 Analyze the software project
A80087.4 Design software product
Average
A80089.1 Engineering
A80089.2 Analyze complex engineering problems and relevance to the society and industry.
A80089.3 Develops good communication skills and presentation skills
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A80089.4 Analyze advanced technology for software product
Average
A80088.1 Identify the problem by acquired knowledge.
A80088.2 Analyze executable project modules
A80088.3 Design project modules for software product
A80088.4 Test all the modules through effective team work.
Average
A80090.1 Create confident in discussing the fundamental aspects of B.Tech course
A80090.2 Solve Computer Science and Engineering related problem
A80090.3 Develop the ability to manage the situation and give answers in dealing with them
A80090.4 Use the satisfactory answers for vive voce.
Average

Course No.Subject COs COURSE OUTCOMES

CS103ES 1
CS103ES 2
CS103ES 3
CS103ES 4
CS103ES 5
AVERAGE
ME104ES 1
ME104ES 2
AVERAGE
PH102BS 1

PH102BS 2

PH102BS 3

PH102BS 4

AVERAGE
MA101BS 1
MA101BS 2
MA101BS 3
MA101BS 4
MA101BS 5
MA101BS 6
MA101BS 7
AVERAGE

*MC109ES 
AVERAGE

MA201BS 1
MA201BS 2

MA201BS 3

MA201BS 4
AVERAGE

AVERAGE
CH102BS 1
CH102BS 2
CH102BS 3
CH102BS 4
AVERAGE

CH102BSCHEMISTRY

The knowledge of atomic, molecular and electronic changes, band theory related to conductivity.
The required principles and concepts of electrochemistry, corrosion and in understanding the problem of water 
and its treatments.
The required skills to get clear concepts on basic spectroscopy and application to medical and other fields.
The knowledge of configurational and conformational analysis of molecules and reaction mechanisms.

ME203ESENGINEERING 
MECHANICS 

 Determine resultant of forces acting on a body and analyse equilibrium of a body subjected to a system of forces.
Solve problem of bodies subjected to friction.
Find the location of centroid and calculate moment of inertia of a given section.
Understand the kinetics and kinematics of a body undergoing rectilinear, curvilinear, rotatory motion and rigid 
body motion.
Solve problems using work energy equations for translation, fixed axis rotation and plane motion and solve 
problems of vibration.

 Based on this course, the Engineering graduate will understand /evaluate / develop technologies on the basis 

I-II SEMESTER

MA201BS MATHAMETICS-II

 Identify whether the given differential equation of first order is exact or not
Solve higher differential equation and apply the concept of differential equation to real world problems
Evaluate the multiple integrals and apply the concept to find areas, volumes, centre of mass and Gravity for 
cubes, sphere and rectangular parallelopiped
Evaluate the line, surface and volume integrals and converting them from one to another

MA101BS MATHAMETICS-1

  Write the matrix representation of a set of linear equations and to analyse the solution of the system of equations
  Find the Eigen values and Eigen vectors
  Reduce the quadratic form to canonical form using orthogonal transformations.
   Analyse the nature of sequence and series.
Solve the applications on the mean value theorems.
 Evaluate the improper integrals using Beta and Gamma functions
 Find the extreme values of functions of two variables with/ without constraints.

PH102BS ENGINEERING 
PHYSICS

The knowledge of Physics relevant to engineering is critical for converting ideas into technology.
An understanding of Physics also helps engineers understand the working and limitations of existing devices 
and techniques, which eventually leads to new innovations and improvements.
In the present course, the students can gain knowledge on the mechanism of physical bodies upon the action of 
forces on them, the generation, transmission and the detection of the waves, Optical Phenomena like 
Interference, diffraction, the principles of lasers and Fibre Optics.
Various chapters establish a strong foundation on the different kinds of characters of several materials and 
pave a way for them to use in at various technical and engineering applications.

ME104ESENGINEERING 
GRAPHICS

Preparing working drawings to communicate the ideas and information. 
Read, understand and interpret engineering drawings

I-I SEMESTER

CS103ES 
PROGRAMMING 
FOR PROBLEM 
SOLVING

To write algorithms and to draw flowcharts for solving problems.
To convert the algorithms/flowcharts to C programs.
To code and test a given logic in C programming language.
To decompose a problem into functions and to develop modular reusable code.
To use arrays, pointers, strings and structures to write C programs searcjhing and sortiing problems 

A80089 SEMINAR

A80088 PROJECT WORK

A80090
COMPREHENSIV
E VIVA

 Civil 2018-22 Batch co-po Mapping(R18)



EN105HS1
EN105HS2
EN105HS3
EN105HS4
AVERAGE
ME205ES1

ME205ES2

ME205ES ME205ES3
ME205ES4
AVERAGE

CE30PC1
CE30PC2
CE30PC3

CE30PC4

AVERAGE
CE302PC1
CE302PC2
CE302PC3
AVERAGE
CE303PC 1

CE303PC 2

CE303PC 3

CE303PC 4
CE303PC 5
AVERAGE
MA304BS 1
AVERAGE
CE305PC 1
CE303PC 2
CE303PC3
CE303PC 4
AVERAGE
CE306PC1
CE306PC2
CE306PC3
AVERAGE
CE306PC 1
CE306PC 2
CE306PC 3
AVERAGE
CE308PC 1
CE308PC 2

CE308PC 3

CE308PC 4
AVERAGE

EE401ES 1
EE401ES 2
EE401ES 3
EE401ES 4
EE401ES 5
AVERAGE
CE402ES.1 To understand the mechanical equipment for the usage at civil engineering systems
CE402ES.2 To familiarize with the general principles and requirement for refrigeration, manufacturing
CE402ES.3 To realize the techniques employed to construct civil engineering systems
AVERAGE
CE403PC.1 Define the Basic terminology that is used in the industry
CE403PC.2   Categorize different building materials, properties and their uses
CE403PC.3  Understand the Prevention of damage measures and good workmanshipCE403PC.4

CE402ES

BASIC 
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING 

FOR CIVIL 

CE403PC

BUILDING 
MATERIALS, 

CONSTRUCTION 
AND PLANNING

II-II SEMESTER 

EE401ES

BASIC 
ELECTRICAL & 
ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEERING

To analyze and solve electrical circuits using network laws and theorems.
 To understand and analyze basic Electric and Magnetic circuits
To study the working principles of Electrical Machines
To introduce components of Low Voltage Electrical Installations
To identify and characterize diodes and various types of transistors.

CE308PC ENGINEERING 
GEOLOGY LAB

  Understands the method and ways of investigations required for Civil Engg projects
  Identify the various rocks, minerals depending on geological classifications
 Will able to learn to couple geologic expertise with the engineering properties of rock and unconsolidated 
materials in the characterization of geologic sites for civil work projects and the quantification of processes 
such as rock slides and settlement.
 Write a technical laboratory report

CE306ES STRENGTH OF 
MATERIALS LAB 

Configure & Operate a data acquisition system using various testing machines of solid materials
Compute and Analyze engineering values (e.g. stress or strain) from laboratory measurements.
Write a technical laboratory report

CE306PCSURVEYING LAB

Apply the principle of surveying for civil Engineering Applications
Calculation of areas, Drawing plans and contour maps using different measuring equipment at field level
Write a technical laboratory report

MA304BSPROBABILITY 
AND STATISTICS

Formulate and solve problems involving random variables and apply statistical methods for analysing 

CE305PC FLUID 
MECHANICS

Understand the broad principles of fluid statics, kinematics and dynamics
Understand definitions of the basic terms used in fluid mechanics and characteristics of fluids and its flow
 Understand classifications of fluid flow
Be able to apply the continuity, momentum and energy principles

CE303PC STRENGTH OF 
MATERIALS-I

Describe the concepts and principles, understand the theory of elasticity including strain/displacement and 
Hooke’s law relationships; and perform calculations, related to the strength of structured and mechanical 
 Recognize various types loads applied on structural components of simple framing geometries and understand 
the nature of internal stresses that will develop within the components.
 To evaluate the strains and deformation that will result due to the elastic stresses developed within the 
materials for simple types of loading
 Analyze various situations involving structural members subjected to plane stresses by application of Mohr’s 
circle of stress;
Frame an idea to design a system, component, or process

CE302PC ENGINEERING 
GEOLOGY

Site characterization and how to collect, analyze, and report geologic data using standards in engineering practice
 The fundamentals of the engineering properties of Earth materials and fluids.
 Rock mass characterization and the mechanics of planar rock slides and topples

II-I SEMESTER

CE301PC SURVEYING 
AND GEOMATICS

Apply the knowledge to calculate angles, distances and levels
Identify data collection methods and prepare field notes
Understand the working principles of survey instruments, measurement errors and corrective measures
Interpret survey data and compute areas and volumes, levels by different type of equipment and relate the 
knowledge to the modern equipment and methodologies

ENGINEERING 
WORKSHOP

Study and practice on machine tools and their operations
Practice on manufacturing of components using workshop trades including pluming, fitting, carpentry, 
foundry, house wiring and welding.
 Identify and apply suitable tools for different trades of Engineering processes including drilling, material 
removing, measuring, chiseling.
Apply basic electrical engineering knowledge for house wiring practice.

EN105HSENGLISH

 Use English Language effectively in spoken and written forms.
Comprehend the given texts and respond appropriately.
 Communicate confidently in various contexts and different cultures.
Acquire basic proficiency in English including reading and listening comprehension, writing and speaking skills.



AVERAGE
CE404PC.1 Describe the concepts and principles, understand the theory of elasticity, and perform calculations, relative to 
CE404PC.2  To evaluate the strains and deformation that will result due to the elastic stresses developed within the 
CE404PC.3 Analyze strength and stability of structural members subjected to Direct, and Direct and Bending stresses
CE404PC.4  Understand and evaluate the shear center and unsymmetrical bending.
CE404PC.5 Frame an idea to design a system, component, or process
AVERAGE
CE405PC.1 Apply their knowledge of fluid mechanics in addressing problems in open channels and hydraulic machinery
CE405PC.2 Understand and solve problems in uniform, gradually and rapidly varied flows in open channel in steady state 
CE405PC.3   Apply dimensional analysis and to differentiate the model, prototype and similitude conditions for practical 
CE405PC.4  Get the knowledge on different hydraulic machinery devices and its principles that will be utilized in 
AVERAGE
CE406PC.1 An ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering
CE406PC.2   Analyse the statically indeterminate bars and continuous beams
CE406PC.3   Draw strength behaviour of members for static and dynamic loading.
CE406PC.4 Calculate the stiffness parameters in beams and pin jointed trusses
CE406PC.5 Understand the indeterminacy aspects to consider for a total structural system
CE406PC.6 Identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems with real time loading
AVERAGE
CE407PC.1  Use the Autocad commands for drawing 2D & 3D building drawings required for different civil engg 
CE407PC.2 Plan and draw Civil Engineering Buildings as per aspect and orientation
CE407PC.3 Presenting drawings as per user requirements and preparation of technical report
AVERAGE
EE409ES.1  To analyze and solve electrical circuits using network laws and theorems.
EE409ES.2 To understand and analyze basic Electric and Magnetic circuits
EE409ES.3  To study the working principles of Electrical Machines
EE409ES.4  To introduce components of Low Voltage Electrical Installations
EE409ES.5 To identify and characterize diodes and various types of transistors
AVERAGE
CE409PC.1 Describe the basic measurement techniques of fluid mechanics and its appropriate application
CE409PC.2   Interpret the results obtained in the laboratory for various experiments.
CE409PC.3 Discover the practical working of Hydraulic machines- different types of Turbines, Pumps, and other 
CE409PC.4 Compare the results of analytical models introduced in lecture to the actual behavior of real fluid flows and 
CE409PC.5 Write a technical laboratory report
AVERAGE
MC409/*MC309.1Students will have developed a better understanding of important issues related to gender in contemporary 
MC409/*MC309.2Students will be sensitized to basic dimensions of the biological, sociological, psychological and legal aspects 
MC409/*MC309.3Students will attain a finer grasp of how gender discrimination works in our society and how to counter it
MC409/*MC309.4Students will acquire insight into the gendered division of labour and its relation to politics and economics
MC409/*MC309.5Men and women students and professionals will be better equipped to work and live together as equals
MC409/*MC309.6Students will develop a sense of appreciation of women in all walks of life
MC409/*MC309.7Through providing accounts of studies and movements as well as the new laws that provide protection and 
AVERAGE
CE501PC.1 Analyze the two hinged arches
CE501PC.2    Solve statically indeterminate beams and portal frames using classical methods
CE501PC.3   Sketch the shear force and bending moment diagrams for indeterminate structures.
CE501PC.4   Formulate the stiffness matrix and analyze the beams by matrix methods
AVERAGE
CE505PC.1   Characterize and classify the soils
CE505PC.2   Able to estimate seepage, stresses under various loading conditions and compaction characteristics
CE505PC.3  Able to analyse the compressibility of the soils
CE505PC.4 Able to understand the strength of soils under various drainage conditions
AVERAGE

CE503PC.1  Compare and Design the singly reinforced, doubly reinforced and flanged sections.
CE503PC.2   Design the axially loaded, uniaxial and biaxial bending columns.
CE503PC.3 Classify the footings and Design the isolated square, rectangular and circular footings
CE503PC.4 Distinguish and Design the one-way and two-way slabs
AVERAGE
CE504PC.1   An ability to apply the knowledge of mathematics, science and engineering in the areas of traffic engineering, 
CE504PC.2   An ability to design, conduct experiments to assess the suitability of the highway materials like soil, bitumen, 
CE504PC.3  An ability to design flexible and rigid highway pavements for varying traffic compositions as well as soil 
CE504PC.4   An ability to evaluate the structural and functional conditions of in-service highway pavements and provide 
CE504PC.5 An ability to assess the issues related to road traffic and provide engineering solutions supported with an 
AVERAGE
CE511PE.1  Determine the properties of concrete ingredients i.e. cement, sand, coarse aggregate by conducting different 
CE511PE.2  Apply the use of various chemical admixtures and mineral additives to design cement-based materials with 
CE511PE.3  Use advanced laboratory techniques to characterize cement-based materials.
CE511PE.4 Perform mix design and engineering properties of special concretes such 
AVERAGE
SM505MS.1 To perform and evaluate present and future worth of the alternate projects and to appraise projects by using 
SM505MS.2 To carry out cost benefit analysis of projects and to calculate BEP of different alternative projects.SM505MS

ENGINEERING 
ECONOMICS 

CE504PC TRANSPORTATIO
N ENGINEERING

CE511PE CONCRETE 
TECHNOLOGY

CE505PC GEOTECHNICAL 
ENGINEERING

CE503PC
STRUCTURAL 

ENGINEERING – I 
(RCC)

MC409/*MC309
GENDER 

SENSITIZATION 
LAB

CE501PC STRUCTURAL 
ANALYSIS – II

EE409ES

BASIC 
ELECTRICAL 

AND 
ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEERING 

HYDRAULICS & 
HYDRAULIC 

MACHINERY LABCE409PC

CE405PC

HYDRAULICS 
AND 

HYDRAULIC 
MACHINERY

CE406PC

STRUCTURAL 
ANALYSIS – I

COMPUTER 
AIDED CIVIL 

ENGINEERING 
DRAWING

CE407PC

AND PLANNING

CE404PC
STRENGTH OF 
MATERIALS – II



AVERAGE
CE506PC.1 Categorize the test on materials used Civil Engineering Building & Pavement constructions
CE506PC.2 To perform the tests on concrete for it characterization.
CE506PC.3 To Design Concrete Mix Proportioning by Using Indian Standard Method.
CE506PC.4    Examine the tests performed for Bitumen mixes.
CE506PC.5 To prepare a laboratory report
AVERAGE
CE507PC.1 At the end of the course, the student will be able to Classify and evaluate the behavior of the soils subjected to 
AVERAGE

EN508HS ADVANCE EN508HS.1

CE601PC.1  Understand the different concepts and terms used in engineering hydrology
CE601PC.2  To identify and explain various formulae used in estimation of surface and Ground water hydrology 
CE601PC.3 Demonstrate their knowledge to connect hydrology to the field requirement
AVERAGE

CE602PC.1  Assess characteristics of water and wastewater and their impacts
CE602PC.2   Estimate quantities of water and waste water and plan conveyance components
CE602PC.3   Design components of water and waste water treatment plants
CE602PC.4 Be conversant with issues of air pollution and control
AVERAGE

CE603PC.1 understand the principles and methods of Geotechnical Exploration
CE603PC.2 decide the suitability of soils and check the stability of slopes
CE603PC.3 calculate lateral earth pressures and check the stability of retaining walls
CE603PC.4 analyse and design the shallow and deep foundations
AVERAGE

CE604PC.1 Analyze the tension members, compression members.
CE604PC.2 Design the tension members, compression members and column bases and joints and connections
CE604PC.3  Analyze and Design the beams including built-up sections and beam and connections.
CE604PC.4 Identify and Design the various components of welded plate girder including stiffeners
AVERAGE

CE611PE.1 ·         Acquire the knowledge of evolution of process of prestressing.
CE611PE.2 ·         Acquire the knowledge of various prestressing techniques.
CE611PE.3 ·         Develop skills in analysis design of prestressed structural elements as per the IS codal provisions
AVERAGE

CE612PE.1 Explain and derive fundamental equations in structural dynamics
CE612PE.2 Discuss and explain causes and Theories on earthquake, seismic waves, measurement of earthquakes
CE612PE.3 Evaluate base shear using IS methods
CE612PE.4 Design and Detail the reinforcement for earthquake forces
AVERAGE

CE613PE.1   Analyze the multistory building frames by various approximate methods.
CE613PE.2  Solve the continuous beams, portal frames by matrix methods of analysis.
CE613PE.3 Analyze and design of large frames with or without shear walls
AVERAGE

CE605PC.1   Understand about the equipment used to conduct the test procedures
CE605PC.2  Perform the experiments in the lab
CE605PC.3  Examine and Estimate water, waste water, air and soil Quality
CE605PC.4 Compare the water, air quality standards with prescribed standards set by the local governments
CE605PC.5 Develop a report on the quality aspect of the environment
AVERAGE

CE606PC CE606PC.1  Model the geometry of real-world structure Represent the physical model of structural element/structure
CE606PC.2 Perform analysis
CE606PC.3 Interpret from the Post processing results
CE606PC.4 Design the structural elements and a system as per IS Codes
AVERAGE

MC609.1

CE605PC

ENVIRONMENTA
L ENGINEERING 

LAB

COMPUTER 
AIDED DESIGN 

LAB

CE612PE

ELEMENTS OF 
EARTHQUAKE 
ENGINEERING 

CE613PE

ADVANCED 
STRUCTURAL 

ANALYSIS

CE604PC

STRUCTURAL 
ENGINEERING – 

II 

CE611PE
PRESTRESSED 

CONCRETE 

CE602PC
ENVIRONMENTA
L ENGINEERING

CE603PC
FOUNDATION 
ENGINEERING

CE507PC

GEOTECHNICAL 
ENGINEERING 

LAB

CE601PC

HYDROLOGY 
AND WATER 
RESOURCES 

ENGINEERING

AND 

CE506PC

HIGHWAY 
ENGINEERING & 

CONCRETE 
TECHNOLOGY 



AVERAGE Based on this course, the Engineering graduate will understand /evaluate / develop technologies on the basis of 

CE701PC.1 Understand Plan highway networks
CE701PC.2 Design highway geometrics
CE701PC.3 Design Intersections and prepare traffic management plans.
CE701PC.4 Design flexible and rigid pavements

CE702PC.1 Do estimation of Buildings, Roads and Canals.
CE702PC.2 Understand contracts and specification

CE724PE.1 Develop various maintenance and repair strategies
CE724PE.2 Evaluate the existing buildings through field investigations
CE724PE.3 Understand and use the different techniques for structural retrofitting

CE733PE.1 Identify suitable ground improvement technques for specific project and its implications.

CE741PE.1 Understand basics principles of Traffic Engineering
CE741PE.2 Analyze parking data and model accidents
CE741PE.3 Determine capacity and LOS
CE741PE.4 To provide engineering techniques to achieve Safe and efficient movement of people and goods on roadways

CE703PC TRANSPORTATIO CE703PC.1 Asses for Highway construction properties of highway materials

CE704PC ENVIRONMENTA CE704PC.1 Students will able to find various properties of water

CE852PE.1 Characterize the response characteristics of soil, aggregate, asphalt, and asphalt mixes
CE852PE.2 Analyze flexible pavements
CE852PE.3 Analyze rigid pavements
CE852PE.4 Design a flexible pavement using IRC, Asphalt Institute, and AASHTO methods
CE852PE.5 Design a rigid pavement using IRC, and AASHTO methods

CE862PE/CN853PEGEOENVIRONME CE862PE/CN853PEAt the end of the course, the student will be able to: Identify sources of contamination, characterize the 

CE864PE.1 Identify the characteristics of industrial wastewaters
CE864PE.2 Describe pollution effects of disposal of industrial effluent
CE864PE.3 Identify and design treatment options for industrial wastewater
CE864PE.4 Formulate environmental management plan

MC609 ENVIRONMENTA
L SCIENCE

CE701PC TRANSPORTATIO
N ENGINEERING

CE852PE PAVEMENT 
DESIGN

CE864PE
INDUSTRIAL 
WASTE WATER 
TREATMENT

CE733PE
GROUND 
IMPROVEMENT 
TECHNIQUES

CE741PE TRAFFIC 
ENGINEERING

CE702PC
ESTIMATION, 
QUANTITY 
SURVEYING 

CE724PE

REHABILITATION 
 AND 
RETROFITTING 
OF STRUCTURES
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